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we had a little splurge on a pair of schwalbe tires this year that cover all but the most severe trail conditions. looking at the
long list of things to consider when choosing a tire, checking what fits your needs can be half the battle. here is what we

looked for in a hard-rubber tire before we purchased a pair. having covered the small section of the industry represented by
bike shops, we now move onto more of the wider industry. the following pages are available as pdfs: muddy middle - a short
study of riding in the uk in the winter tech bike guide - data sheet for key parts of a bike and how they fit together. muddy

tech - best practices for riding in the wet muddy xc - winter riding tips for cross country riders while this mudguard is on the
stout end, we think it would be well worth adding on a pair of waterproof jacket pockets. the bike could be swamped under
these conditions and be prepared for anything. at the front of the chain stays, the mucky nutz is a little tricky to get on to
tight places but there are a few tricks to helping make this easier. firstly, the guard looks ungainly hanging down from the
chainstay, so we recommend you remove the bolts from the back of the frame and tighten them in the normal position.

secondly, the polyethylene coating of the rim will help. overall, we think this is the best choice for most people. the mudguard
can be slid on and off quickly and easily, and it fits several bikes that don't require their own specific model. it comes with an

extra clamp and is £39.99 from rrp, which means you don't need to compromise between price and product.
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slightly more of a live
system than the rrp

proguard, the mucky nutz
mudguard uses a tri-axial
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bolt with 3 swivel points at
90° to secure it to the

crown of the fork. the tri-
axial bolt system enables

the guard to be easily
adjusted to one of three
heights as required. the

mudguard also has a
simple spring brake on

both ends to stabilize the
horizontal portion of the
guard. it has a universal
footprint, which means it

can be adjusted to fit
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nearly any bike or fork. to
facilitate a close fit and
deliver maximum tire

protection, the mudguard
has six adjustment slots to
ensure the desired riding
angle is correctly set. the

design has been
specifically engineered for
forks up to 76mm and also
features three pads that fit

any width of tire. the
mudguard also sports a

non-slip face as well as a
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micro-textured backside.
the ultimate mudguard

comes with a separate set
of pad cutters to remove
the pads for the fork of

your choice. although this
is the first group test we

have published, we are all
keen to get some

feedback from you about
which guards you have
found good. if you have
one on your test bike,
please email us with a
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photo and details of the
type and brand of guard

you have on there now. it
would also be great to get

some feedback on how
easy it is to install the

guards. we want to make
sure we pick the best ones
out there, and have done
our best to test out every

option that we have
received. we would be

very interested in knowing
if you have one that works
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as well as those on this
test. it is always great to

get new ideas for trail
riding too! we’d like to see
a test on whether a bike
with disc brakes and a

standard rear shock will
put more mud in the rear

wheel than a bike with
disk brakes and a long

travel xc shock (which also
means a longer travel
linkage). 5ec8ef588b
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